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Actionable Web Analytics: Using Data to Make Smart Business DecisionsSybex, 2007
Getting ROI from the Web Is Everyone's Job   

   Right now someone is clicking on your website, and knowing everything you can about those clicks and the people that make them is a business imperative. That's the first of a set of compelling business lessons distilled from the authors' decade of experience with the...
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Maintaining Team Performance (Center for Creative Leadership)Pfeiffer, 2007
Between the time a team is launched and the time it delivers results, managers need to know that the team is on course. Whether they have launched a team to achieve a business objective or have inherited a team, they need to monitor effectiveness on an ongoing basis and make course corrections that keep small problems from becoming major...
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Leading at a Higher Level, Revised and Expanded Edition: Blanchard on Leadership and Creating High Performing OrganizationsFT Press, 2009

	"Leading at a Higher Level makes clear that respect and integrity aren’t pleasant-sounding options; they are essential criteria for an organization’s survival. As inspiring as it is instructive, this book belongs in every leader’s core curriculum."

...
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TSP: Leading a Development Team (The SEI Series in Software Engineering)Addison Wesley, 2005

	Leaders of software-development projects face many challenges. First, you must produce a quality product on schedule and on budget. Second, you must foster and encourage a cohesive, motivated, and smoothly operating team. And third, you must maintain a clear and consistent focus on short- and long-term goals, while exemplifying quality...
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Sams Teach Yourself Facebook in 10 Minutes (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2010

	With more than 400 million active users and growing, it’s hard to ignore
	the buzz about Facebook. It’s a hot topic these days, and shows no signs of
	letting up. If you’re ready to get to the bottom of this Internet sensation
	and find out how to use this social networking phenomenon for yourself,...
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Windows 7 Inside Out, Deluxe EditionMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		By some measures, Windows 7 sets a new standard for usability. It needs less out-of-the-box tweaking and troubleshooting than any Windows version we’ve ever used. The arrangement of folders and files in Windows Explorer, basic system security, User Account Control settings, and numerous other default configuration options are...
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Application Architecture for WebSphere: A Practical Approach to Building WebSphere ApplicationsIBM Press, 2008

	
		Architect IBM® WebSphere® Applications for Maximum Performance, Security, Flexibility, Usability, and Value Successful, high-value WebSphere applications begin with effective architecture. Now, one of IBM’s leading WebSphere and WebSphere Portal architects offers a hands-on,...
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Breakthrough Nonprofit Branding: Seven Principles to Power Extraordinary Results (The AFP/Wiley Fund Development Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A hands-on guide to help your nonprofit build its brand, raise its profile, strengthen impact and develop deeper relationships with donors, volunteers, and other stakeholders. Breakthrough Nonprofit Branding is about the power a constituency-focused, compelling brand can have to revolutionize an organization and the way...
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Radar and ARPA Manual, Third Edition: Radar, AIS and Target Tracking for Marine Radar UsersButterworth-Heinemann, 2014

	Radar and ARPA Manual provides essential information for professional mariners and seagoing marine engineers, including those undertaking electronic navigation system courses and marine operations qualifications internationally.


	This fully revised new edition serves as the most comprehensive reference on equipment and techniques...
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Applied Software Product Line EngineeringAuerbach Publications, 2009

	Over the last decade, software product line engineering (SPLE) has emerged as one of the most promising software development paradigms for increasing productivity in IT-related industries. Detailing the various aspects of SPLE implementation in different domains, Applied Software Product Line Engineering documents best...
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A Carrot a Day: A Daily Dose of Recognition for Your EmployeesGibbs Smith, 2004
From the bestselling authors of The 24-Carrot Manager comes a manager's handbook on motivating employees through praise and recognition.   Employees fed a steady diet of carrots focus better on company goals. They spot new opportunities faster. They have longer employment life spans (translation: lower turnover). And they can lift companies higher...
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Web Services Explained: Solutions and Applications for the Real WorldPrentice Hall, 2002
Web services for decision makers: strategic insights and actionable recommendations.

	How Web services will transform the way software is built, sold, implemented, and managed
	All you need to know to plan an intelligent Web services strategy
	Risks and pitfalls in current WebsServices...
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